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Introduction 
In the last decades many experimentations have been conducted on modelling and BIM application for 
Cultural Heritage in order to assess its adequacy for documentation, restoration and management; many of 
these experimentation are generating excellent studies (Murphy et al., 2009, 2013). The process of 
knowledge, documentation and analysis of historical architecture requires great flexibility as well as the 
adoption of a rigorous and accurate system of data acquisition and systematization that naturally leads to 
the notion of BIM for Cultural Heritage. The HBIM developing growth due its luck to many factors: surely 
the advantages found concerning the documentation step as well as the detailed monitoring operations 
that become possible for Architecture (Diara et al., 2019).The HBIM approach has been tested to highlight 
with accuracy both the building itself and the transformations caused by restoration work; alongside pure 
modelling proved to be useful in representation of design hypotheses of not completed architecture or 
utopic ones, planned design of interesting and suggestive ideas that had not succeeded to find their 
realization. This paper is part of this line of research considering 3d modelling as a tool for the best 
knowledge of cultural heritage with the aim of deepening the relationship between existing architectures 
and lost heritage. But it goes further; to increase this path, a deep learning algorithm has been applied  to 
different historical immages to help the representation of the never concluded design of the case study, 
completing with a higher accuracy the possibility to imagine and modelling an unseen renaissance project. 

 

The case study 

The author's interest is to represent a projects by Donato Bramante that was never totally built, and 

remained incomplete using an accurate modelling based on documentation and surveys;  (Patetta, 

1983) in this case, as we can hypothesize an ideal project from various historical documents, we 

have  the opportunity to survey and measure an existing part of it also,  fully realized, with respect 

to which surveys and precise measurements can offer us many opportunities of study and 

knowledge. Information like measure and materials can be extracted directly from walls and ma-

sonries derived from survey analysis (Macher, 2017). This opportunity give us the way to structure 

the research and the following paper as follows: after an introduction regarding the case study a 

materials and methods section describing adopted methodology will be outlined including the ap-

plication of a deep learning algorithm to suppose a representation of an unbuilt architecture; an 

application of the methodology will be applied on the chosen case study; then results will be dis-

cussed in a  concluding chapter. 
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Fig. 1. North side of Sant’Ambrogio Church with Bramante‘s porch  

The case study gives us the opportunity to compare a specific workflow with the more general par-

adigms of heritage research where HBIM and Virtual reconstruction can be considered as two cen-

tral moments in the scientific knowledge of heritage and history. Specifically, the rectory and con-

vent cloisters of Sant’Ambrogio in Milan are the works in Lombardy of which the attribution to Do-

nato Bramante is most certain and documented. These two creations have always been under-

stood and analysed as distinct works and without any reciprocal relationship.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Second model proposed, detail of the small loggia. 
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3 Virtual reconstruction of an unfinished project 

 

The two buildings had two clients: Ludovico il Moro for the Rectory to the North, Cardinal Ascanio 

Sforza for the cloisters to the South;  the presbytery was built between 1492 and 1499 and after 

this date, work was interrupted , leaving forever an unfinished building.  

The Rectory presents a completely unusual typological setting for this destination and the author 

itself new, linked to an equally new urban and monumental vision. 

The organism should have developed around a square, arcaded square, which had to be accessed 

through four double-height triumphal arches placed in the middle of the sides. The parts actually 

realized have been assumed as a test place for the demonstration of the validity of the Virtual re-

construction in HBIM context; to help the reconstruction a train has been developed in the comput-

er by using images related both to the existing part and existing monuments of the same author.  

 

The method 

We assumed the research pipeline with the aim of allowing reconstruction of the supposed project 

of Donato Bramante for the Rectory of Sant’Ambrogio. This project was never totally built. 

  

 

Fig. 3. The existent Bramante side. 

To do so 3D digital survey and analytical data are merged to support first of all the knowledge 

phase to model the existing architecture, then to hypothesize with machine learning the never built 

part. The following pipeline is applied:  

• 3D acquisition by means of digital technologies (laser scanning, photogrammetry) 

• modelling from a historical perspective looking at historical research, diachronic analysis, 

technological system classification of the existing 

• building techniques consideration and linguistic comparison 
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•  train the computer by using the image related to the existing part and other different imag-

es belonging to different historical cloisters of Donato Bramante, built in Milan during the same time 

After the process a percentage for each picture will be imported to the machine to choose the rep-

resentation with the highest feasibility to the unfinished part.  

 

Conclusion 

All the methodologies oriented to 3D modelling, BIM approaches and semantic modelling have re-

vealed their ability to be tools for an efficient method for the knowledge, conservation and restora-

tion of historical design and architecture given the possibility to collect all the documentation in an 

unique environment. However, the heterogeneity of the sources and on the contrary the accuracy 

of some tools we use for digital survey obliges us to build workflows for modelling that have differ-

ent degrees of reliability.  

The reliability of our work is safeguarded since we declare the processes and reliability of the 

sources we use. However, the result in terms of imagination of the space in this case unknown and 

unseen far exceeds the inaccuracies that we would have declared anyway. Machine learning and 

deep algorithm can help us in terms of percentage to develop more serious hypothesis of recon-

struction starting from existing projects where CNN algorithm can evaluate picture of selected pro-

ject and provide corresponding results for us. 
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